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TTT The Transfer Token
(hereafter referred to as TTT)

TTT is a cryptocurrency issued by Atom Solutions Co., Ltd.

TTT serves many purposes within our digital wallet, Eternal Wallet.

Feature No. 1 DoT (Dividends Distribution)

Every week, 50% of all fees incurred within Eternal Wallet will be distributed to users 

accordingly to the amount of TTT they hold within Eternal Wallet.

Video: Feature of TTT

With Eternal Wallet, not only can you buy and sell TTT, but you are also able to settle 

various payments for services.

Overview of Payment Services: https://www.atom-solutions.jp/en/partners/

Feature No. 2  Lending

Eternal Wallet provides users with the world’ s highest received amount during 

currency exchanges, but to make this possible there is a necessity to have users who 

will lend out TTT into Eternal Wallet’ s Pool.

Users who lend out TTT into the Pool, upon the currency exchange being successfully 

processed, will be able to receive a partial amount of the fees which the user who 

exchanged currency paid. 

(The fees received will fluctuate according to the foreign currency balance within the 

Pool)

Feature No. 3  Transfer 

TTT can be transferred to outside wallets and cryptocurrency exchanges where TTT is 

listed. However, between Eternal Wallet users, transfers can be made at a lower fee of 

the equivalent of 5 cents (USD).
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_NcCXgHDwo


Feature No. 4  Mainnet Launch

TTT is a token currently issued on the ERC-20 blockchain, but we are continuing 

development with the vision to conduct a Mainnet swap.

Feature No. 5  TTT is not necessary when conducting overseas remittance.

Through using Eternal Wallet to conduct currency exchange and overseas remittance, 

it is unnecessary to buy or sell TTT. Users, within Eternal Wallet, can exchange one 

currency to another with the click of a button. TTT’ s fluctuation in price does not affect 

this, and prior knowledge of cryptocurrencies is not needed. 

Eternal Wallet is a wallet that makes possible the world’ s most convenient, most 

affordable, and quickest currency exchange and overseas remittance. This innovation 

is set to revolutionize the history of overseas remittance.

※Eternal Wallet is managed and operated by The Philippines’ Token Hub Asia.

※Eternal Wallet is a wallet that provides the most affordable fees in the world for 

currency exchange.

The details of the currency exchange logic can be viewed here

By utilizing this function, sending of currency can be done anywhere globally in a 

matter of seconds, and with minimal fees, therefore providing users with the world’ s 

highest receivable overseas remittance.
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https://www.atom-solutions.jp/pdf/Overseas_remittance_logic_EN.pdf


Overview of TTT 

Name of the Coin: The Transfer Token

Ticker (Symbol): TTT

Proof Type: Proof of Work 

Algorithm: Ethash

Total Supply: 2,000,000,000

Average Blocktime: 15 ~ 17

Block Size: 15kb ~ 40kb

Others:

GITHUB    Bitcoin Forum    TTT Issuer    Etherscan Explorer    Sub Reddit
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https://github.com/atom-solutions
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5236953.0
https://www.atom-solutions.jp/en/
https://etherscan.io/token/0x2494a68C1484376fEf880b4c24D91f049d29B02A
https://www.reddit.com/r/AtomSolutions/

	Etherscan Explorer



